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Seeking a challenging growth oriented entry level position, where my skills, 
knowledge, experience will be utilized. Excellent communication skills, like 
interacting with customers. Friendly and professional when dealing with customers; 
maintain composure during fast-paced, sometimes hectic situations.

EXPERIENCE

Mail Machine Operator
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 1996 – OCTOBER 1998

 Responsible for inserting material for printing or addressing into 
loading racks on machines, selecting type size, and positioning plates
and tapes in machine magazines.

 Placed material that needs to be addressed into loading rack on mail 
machine.

 Positioned plates, stencils, or tapes in machine magazines.
 Initiated machines to automatically feed plates, stencils, or tapes 

through mechanisms.
 Refilled ink, fill paste reservoirs, and change machine ribbons.
 Adjusted guides, rollers, card inserters, weighing machines, and tying 

arms.
 Placed postage or stamps on outgoing mail.

Mail Machine Operator 
Delta Corporation - 1995 – 1996

 Collect, separate, and affix postage for every department of AQHA, 
including international addresses, monitor, adjust, and maintain letter
inserting .

 Used Strict attention to detail, schedule flexibility, and positive team 
attitude.

 my duties included operating mail machine, inserting mail by hand, 
affixing address labels, collating, fulfillments, operating meter 
machine.

 Mail room associate.
 Running mail through machine and the sweeper sorts it out into 

trays..
 Stocking/Loading supplies i also had to operate machinery that put 

the actual mail into envelopes.
 I received two pay raises in 4years Skills Used Operating Machines.
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EDUCATION

 High School Diploma

SKILLS

Supervisor experience, Machine Operator experience,.
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